A bounded linear transformation T of a vector space S3 into itself will be called bicontinuous if the inverse of T (defined, of course, over the entire space) exists and is continuous. The group of bicontinuous transformations is dominant in any study of equivalence of transformations; that is, in the determination of the conditions implying relations of the type B = T~XA T. The results of this paper constitute an analysis of the structure of bicontinuous transformations in certain spaces. Previous results of the author f indicate that the analysis here given is of a nature which will be useful in the equivalence problem, not only for transformations A which have a simple spectrum but also in more general situations.
A bounded linear transformation T of a vector space S3 into itself will be called bicontinuous if the inverse of T (defined, of course, over the entire space) exists and is continuous. The group of bicontinuous transformations is dominant in any study of equivalence of transformations; that is, in the determination of the conditions implying relations of the type B = T~XA T. The results of this paper constitute an analysis of the structure of bicontinuous transformations in certain spaces. Previous results of the author f indicate that the analysis here given is of a nature which will be useful in the equivalence problem, not only for transformations A which have a simple spectrum but also in more general situations.
First the notion of a basis in a normal linear vector space 33 % is considered. A sequence of vectors {<j> n ), <t>n £ S3, is customarily said to form a basis for S3 (necessarily separable) if for every ƒ e S3 there exists a unique sequence of numbers {a n } such that/=2i°°an</>n. § This definition is open to two objections: It involves the notion of order of the elements of the basis; and for that reason it does not permit of immediate extension to nonseparable spaces. A new definition of basis is given below which is free of these objections. Proceeding in what is apparently another direction, the notion of complete orthonormal set in Hubert space (these sets form bases) may be extended to spaces S3. Thus after modifying suitably the idea of orthogonality and normality, one obtains a "heterogonal set." It is proved below that the concepts of heterogonal set and of basis are equivalent.
In the second part, we deal exclusively with complex euclidean spaces S;|| briefly, these spaces are either unitary spaces, Hubert spaces, or nonseparable spaces of the Hilbert space type. The principal result is that if {#«} and {xf/a} are bases (or heterogonal sets) in @, then there exists a bicontinuous transformation T such that T<j> <x =\l/ ot . Since the T transform of a basis is a basis (see below), the * Presented to the Society, September 6, 1938, under A projection P in S3 is a bounded linear transformation such that P 2 = P. With such a transformation are associated two closed linear manifolds 5DÎ and 91 having the properties P = I (the identity) on 9JÎ; P = 0 on 91; every element ƒ £ S3 is uniquely expressible in the form f = g+h, g z 9JÎ, h z 91. A converse statement may be made. Let {y a ; a z M} be a set of selectors, let 5DÎ be the closed linear manifold spanned by {Yai/v, OL Z M), let 9Î be that spanned by {(l-7«)*«;ae ilf}. If for every ƒ £ S3, the equation f=g+h with g z 9JJ, h z 91 has a unique solution, then 9ÏÎ and 91 determine a projection in the sense indicated above. The projections just mentioned will be called the projections of the heterogonal set. If Pi, P 2 are projections of the set, then PiP 2 = P2Pi is also a projection of the set. If P x P 2 = 0, then P1+P2 is a projection of the set. It is clear from (ii) above, that the \l/ a span S3 and that Xa^ai^t^O implies a ai = 0, i=l, • • • , n. The projections of (ii) are studied in the lemma which follows.
LEMMA. The projections of a heterogonal set {\f/ a ; azM\ in 33 are uniformly bounded.
The contrary is assumed. Then M is an infinite set. It will be shown that there exist projections P» and closed linear manifolds ^3 t -, i = 1, 2, • • • , the tyi spanned by certain finite subsets of {\[/ a ; a t M}, such that $»•$ƒ = (), i?*j* fflli c $ t -, and such that the bound of Pi on tyi exceeds iK, where K>0 is arbitrary. Let Tt be the closed linear manifold spanned by the manifolds SDÎ», i= 1, 2, • • • . Let P be that projection of the heterogonal set whose range is 9K. Then P = Pi on $»; hence \P\ >iK, i=l, 2, • • • . This is the desired contradiction.
It remains to indicate how the P t -, tyi are determined. Let P{ be any projection such that | P{ \ >K. Let \\Pxf\\ >K\\f\\ ; let N u \[/ ai1 a av i = 1, • • •, Nu be so chosen (by Definition 2 (ii)) that if g =^ï 1 a a^a ., ||/-g|| is small; thus \\P{ g\\ >K\\g\\. The manifold $i is the manifold spanned by {^« n }, n^N\.
Let Ps^ be the projection of the heterogonal set whose range is $i. Then P\ is defined by Pi -P^-Pi . Let Mi be the set M minus the elements «i, • • • , OLN V Let Oi be the manifold spanned by {\[/ a \ a z Mi}. Now it may be seen that, as a consequence of the assumption introducing the proof, there exists a projection P 2 ' whose bound over Oi exceeds 2K. This results from the equation Pf=P'PyJ+P(f-PyJ) valid for any projection P of the heterogonal set. We may, as above, find an integer iV r 2 >iV r i, elements \[/ an , Ni<n^Niy such that if $ 2 designates the manifold spanned by {^« n ; Ni<n^N 2 } f the bound of PI on $2 exceeds 2K. The projection P 2 is then defined by P 2 = P$ 2 -P2
; where Py 2 is the projection of the heterogonal set whose range is $2. The construction of Pi, $ », i>2, is now simple.
We are now in a position to prove the following theorem.
THEOREM A. A set of vectors {<f> a \0LzM\ is a basis in 33 if and only if it is a heterogonal set in S3.
It will be asssumed that the set {<£«; a t M} is a basis. Let {y a ; a e M) be a given set of selectors. Let ƒ e S3, /=]CaeAf a a0«-Since this series converges unconditionally,f any subseries converges. Thus * That is, tyi and ^3/ have only the element 0 in common for ijéj. t W. Orlicz, Studia Mathematica, vol. 1 (1929) , pp. 241-255. A series is said to converge unconditionally if the property of convergence is independent of the order of summation. 
Bicontinuous transformations in @.
From now on, the space under consideration is a complex euclidean space @. In such a space it is always possible to find a complete orthonormal set {<£«; a e M} which is a basis for ( §; ƒ e (S implies 
